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Regardless of the diversity of opinion regarding the value of tax-supported education for girls, female schools flourished in Philadelphia's private education market. When the essay contest was under way, this market included a collection of entrepreneurial schools enrolling female students from both northern and southern states. Some of these institutions offered the sort of education that reflected Revolutionary egalitarian ideals, but others provided a traditional form of "polite education" that contemporaries often associated with elite social status. According to historian Daniel Kilbride, many wealthy southern families sent their daughters north to Philadelphia to become refined and polished young ladies in one of the city's thriving French schools. chemistry course for females in 1787 and advocated a "general and uniform system of education," which would "render the mass of the people more homogeneous and thereby fit them more easily for uniform and peaceable government." 3 Nevertheless, although the evidence of a post-Revolutionary educational shift in published essays and speeches is compelling, there is also evidence of a surprising degree of continuity in female schools, even in a city like Philadelphia. In the absence of any systematic, tax-based funding, an unregulated market in female education developed in all areas of the country alongside an informal system of charity schools established and maintained by various religious and philanthropic groups. As a result, female schools competed for students in a free market by advertising in local newspapers, adding potentially attractive subjects to their courses of study, and adjusting tuition rates to meet changing demand. To understand the diversity of opinion about female schooling during the early republican period, one need only study the changing landscape of entrepreneurial schools. 4 Christie Anne Farnham was the first historian to provide a relatively extensive discussion of so-called French schools in the United States. In her study of higher education for elite white women in the South, she depicted such schools as conservative institutions that offered an education centered on language, culture, and the arts and emphasized young women's domestic role in the home. Farnham concluded that while French schools could be found all along the Atlantic coast during the colonial period, they had become a distinctly Southern phenomenon by the antebellum period. She argued that there was a difference in the education of Northern and Southern women, because the democratization of the North facilitated a regionally distinctive utilitarian approach to schooling and a "suspicion of gentility as elitist and decadent." However, recent work by Daniel Kilbride has provided documentary evidence of the enduring appeal of French schools in the North. Throughout the early national period, French schools were common in the North and mid-Atlantic states as well as in the South. As Kilbride has shown, the city of Philadelphia was particularly well-known for its French schools, which were very attractive to elite Southern families. Many wealthy Southerners sent their daughters north to receive an education at such schools throughout the early national period, where they studied side by side with the daughters of elite Northern families.
